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One of the most important and the most complex tasks in human protection and human safety in 
objects is the projecting of the object evacuation. There are many factors that could effect on the 
opportune living of object such as object assignment, arrangement of rooms, arrangement of furniture, 
arrangement of exits, occupant speed and many other that human lives and material properties depend 
on. This is very important for objects with great number of humans, such as high residential objects, 
shopping centers, schools, hospitals etc. This paper has written to show the possible evacuation 
situations and calculate minimal time for evacuation in case of the shopping centre „Zona I“in Niš. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the object evacuation presents 
one of the most important and most problematic tasks 
in object projection. It is very difficult to predict eve-
ry possible situation that leads to safe and secure 
living of the object. The evacuation term is very co-
mplex, but, generally, it presents the safest, shortest 
and fastest way of moving for people, animals and 
material properties from endanger object or location 
to the secure place. The causes of evacuation could be 
different: fire, gas, bomb threat, earthquake, flood, ci-
vil disorders etc. Every of these causes demand  pro-
per strategy of object or location projecting that must 
be realized in order to increase of human and material 
properties safety. An example of the evacuation in 
case of flood is presented on figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - An example of evacuation in case of flood 
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Very often, it is not possible to realize the eva-
cuation until the accident is complete, although the 
evacuation demands momentarily reaction. An exa-
mple for that case is the earthquake. An example of 
evacuation in case of earthquake is presented on fi-
gure 2. 

 
Figure 2 - An example of evacuation in case of ear-

thquake 

Very complex case in the evacuation problematic 
is evacuation of object with the great number of 
humans inside in case of fire. These objects could be 
buildings, schools, markets, shopping centers, hospi-
tals, theaters and similar objects. The fire presents 
very unpredictable accident and could cause huge 
damage to human lives and material properties. This 
is the fact that significantly can complicate projecting 
and design of evacuation routes and, if they don’t 
realize correctly, directly harm safety of humans in-
side them.  
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Evacuation routes were projected as primary and 
secondary. Primary evacuation route is the most fre-
quently, route for normal communication in object. 
For example, these routes could be stairs, hallways, 
corridors and other surfaces used for communication 
in object or in separate floor. They are with the 
different dimensions for every type of object. These 
routes are the routes that fire services used for, in case 
of fire. The secondary routes depend on objects pu-
rpose. These routes could involve windows, roofs etc. 
Both types of evacuation routes must satisfied many 
standard and no standard demands, according to the 
number of people, type and purpose of object, speed 
of people moving, necessary time of evacuation etc. 
The evacuation routes must be clearly visible at the 
evacuation plan. An example of evacuation plan with 
evacuation routes is presented on figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 - An example of evacuation plan with the 

evacuation routes 

One particularly interested aspect according to 
object or location evacuation is panic and stress af-
fects to the occupants. It is known that calm oc-
cupants have bigger chances to leave the determinate 
object or location than occupants influenced by stress 
and panic. In panic and stress situations, occupants 
move faster but chaotic. That implies many unexpe-
cted situations in object or at location. Evacuation 
routes in object have its own maximal occupant flow. 
That is especially important for stairs, elevators, hall-
ways, corridors etc. Very often case is, that in the 
state of panic and stress, occupants shrilly try to get 
out from the object or try to leave the location and 
cause tragedy. There were lots of similar cases with 
tragic epilogue. The occupant’s behavior, knowledge 
and education, physical and psychic condition (occu-
pant speed, panic and stress influence, moral and hu-
man qualities) should be studied in details. For exa-
mple, the occupant’s speeds in this paper were from 
1,5 m/s to 4,5 m/s in steps of 1 m/s, which show si-
tuations with calm occupants and situations with oc-
cupants in panic. It is also important to note that panic 

state of occupants pretty much determinate than the 
state that implies fast moved occupants. An example 
of panic and stress situation in Moscow metro, caused 
by fire, is presented on figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 - An example of panic and stress situation in 

Moscow metro 
The successful object evacuation and saving of 

human lives and material properties can be signifi-
cantly improved with the usage of simulation progra-
ms, such as Pathfinder. Pathfinder is an agent based 
egress and human movement simulator. This program 
provides a graphical user interface for simulation de-
sign and execution as well as 2D and 3D visualization 
tools for results analysis. This and similar programs 
present inevitable and necessary tool in evacuation 
predicting, planning and projecting [1, 2]. 

2. SIMULATION MODEL 

As always, the first step in the solving of the pro-
blem of this kind is to create the simulation model of 
the desire object, in this case, the shopping centre 
Zona I. Simulation model was created according to its 
real model, with its complete dimensions. Although 
this simulation model was created in Pathfinder, it 
was possible to create this model in some other pro-
gram, such as Auto Cad or PyroSim and inserted it in-
to Pathfinder program. 

The shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš is an object 
with approximately 56 m X 20.5 m. It is located in 
Bulevar Nemanjića street, number 67. It was built 
with idea to provide all types of stuff so that there 
were no needs for living in the downtown. This 
shopping centre is one of three shopping centers that 
were built in the Bulevar Nemanjića street. They are 
located only few hundred meters between each other. 
There are lot rooms with different purpose in the ob-
ject: shops, markets, bank, pharmacies, cafes etc. It 
has basement and two floors with four exits/inputs, 
two from the front and two from the back side of the 
object. The width of stairs was 1,28 m. The width of 
the exit/input doors was 1,82 m. There was a lift in 
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the object, but this lift was cargo lift and it was ir-
relevant according to the evacuation. The pictures of 
the shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš and its inside de-
tail from the first floor are presented on figures 5 and 
6 [3]. 

 
Figure 5 - Shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš 

 
Figure 6 - Shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš, inside 

detail from the first floor 

 
Figure 7 - Shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš – Pa-

thfinder presentation 
According to exposed facts and dimensions, the 

simulation model of shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš 
in Pathfinder was realized. The presentation of the   
shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš simulation model, in 
Pathfinder, is presented on figure 7. The Pathfinder 
presentation of the second floor (above view) of the 
shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš is presented in figure 
8. 

 
Figure 8 - Shopping centre „Zona I” in Niš, secound 

floor - above view Pathfinder presentation 
The simulation of evacuation was realized for di-

fferent occupant’s speeds, with different occupant’s 
number per floor. It was decided that the occupant 
number per floor is, in the first case, 80 occupants per 
floor; in the second case, 100 occupants per floor and 
in the third case, 150 occupants per floor. The scena-
rio implied that all of four exits/inputs were available. 
The occupant’s speeds were from 1,5 m/s to 4,5 m/s 
in steps of 1 m/s. The main reason for this assortment 
of speeds was in wish to simulate the situation of ca-
lm evacuation, without stress and panic, and to si-
mulate situation with occupants in panic, where the 
stuck and chaos would be presented. The situations 
where the stuck is caused by panic and stresses (stairs 
for example) are very often and real [4, 8]. 

3. SIMULATION AND SIMULATON RESULTS 

The simulation results mean minimal time need 
that all of the occupants inside the object live the 
object, for all three different number of occupants per 
floor. At the first case, the complete number of oc-
cupants was 240, in the second case, the complete nu-
mber of occupants was 300 and n the third case, the 
complete number of occupants was 450. An examples 
of the simulation for the case with 100 occupants per 
floor, randomly positioned, at 15,4 seconds and 59,4 
seconds are presented on figures 9 and 10. The simu-
lation results for 80 occupants per floor, 100 oc-
cupants per floor and 150 occupants per floor are pre-
sented on figures 11, 12 and 13. All of the occupants 
were randomly positioned.  

 
Figure 9 - An example of the simulation for the case 

with 100 occupants per floor at 15,4 seconds 
from the start of the simulation 
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Figure 10 - An example of the simulation for the case 

with 100 occupants per floor at 59,4 seconds 
from the start of the simulation 
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Figure 11 - Simulation results for 80 occupants per 

floor 
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Figure 12 - Simulation results for 100 occupants per 

floor 
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Figure 13 - Simulation results for 150 occupants per 

floor 

4. ANALYSE OF THE RESULTS 

Simulation results that were presented on figures 
10, 11 and 12 showed the time need for the shopping 
center evacuation. For the first and the second sce-
nario, where the 80 and 100 occupants per floor were 
positioned, no matter on occupants speed, the mini-
mal times need for object evacuations were from 50 
to 100 seconds. But, for the third scenario, where the 
150 occupants per floor were positioned, the minimal 
times for occupants speeds from 2,5 m/s to 4,5 m/s 
were from 1560 to almost 1900 seconds, which was 
pointed to the stuck situation. As it was shown, it 
takes a lot of time to resolve the stuck situation. It is 
very important to note that these situations could be 
very unpredictable according to time need for resolve 
and consequences that could arise. But, according to 
the data in the last years, the shopping center „Zona 
I”, for the most of the time, was half empty, which 
was considered mostly the people which worked in its 
shops, which is appropriate to the first or the second 
scenario. Of course, it is important to know and to 
predict the possible situations with more occupants in 
the object. 

According to these results, it is possible to locate 
potential evacuation routes which could be very use-
ful in some situation of evacuation [9]. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This way of analyzing of evacuation times and 
evacuation routes is very appropriate because it gives 
good presentation how available evacuation routes 
could be used for different accidents (fire, earthquake 
etc) that could happen. It is also possible to locate 
new evacuation routes that could be used in accident 
(lower floors exits, lower windows etc). Testing these 
factors for different occupant’s speeds and behaviors 
gives good real presentation of potential evacuation 
scenario in object and great advantages in projecting 
and installing of complete protection systems, such 
as, for example, fire protection system. There are ma-
ny new approaches and algorithms about evacuation 
and behavior under some accident that are constantly 
improving, witch cognition significantly increase the 
evacuation safety level [10-14]. 
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REZIME 

SIMULACIJA EVAKUACIJE TRŽNOG CENTRA „ZONA I“ 

Jedan od najvažnijih i najkompleksnijih zadataka vezanih za zaštitu i bezbednost ljudi u objektima je 
projektovanje evakuacije objekta. Postoji mnogo različitih faktora koji mogu uticati na pravovremeno 
napustanje objekta kao što su namena objekta, raspored prostorija, raspored nameštaja, raspored 
izlaza, brzina ljudi koji napuštaju objekat i mnogi drugi koji mogu uticati na ljudske živote i mate-
rijalna dobra. Ovo je posebno važno za objekte sa velikim brojem ljudi u njima, kao što su stambeni 
objekti,trgovački centri, škole, bolnice itd. Ovaj rad je napisan da pokaže moguće situacije prilikom 
evakuacije i da izračuna minimalno vreme koje je potrebno za evakuaciju u slučaju tržnog centra 
„Zona I“ u Nišu. 
Klju čne reči:  evakuacija, simulacija, tržni centar 




